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Rick moody was born in new york city. he attended brown and columbia universities. he is the author of hotels
of north america, the four fingers of death, purple america, the ice storm and garden state, as well as an
award-winning memoir and multiple collections of short fiction. moody is the recipient of aPurple america by
rick moody little, brown. 304 pp. rick moody's extraordinary third novel covers just one fateful day in the lives
of the troubled raitliffe family, yet seldom since herman broch's death of virgil has an author crowded so much
substance into 24 hours.Rick moody's first novel, garden state, moody's third novel, purple america, was
published in april 1997. an anthology, edited with darcey steinke, joyful noise: the new testament revisited,
appeared in november 1997. in 1998, moody received the addison metcalf award from the north america.Rick
moody rick moody is the author of garden state, the ice storm, the ring of brightest angels around heaven,
purple america, demonology, the black veil, and the diviners. he was born in new york city in 1961. following
his studies at brown university and the mfa program at columbia university, moody worked at simon &
schuster andAn interview with rick moody rick moody, randall fuller the missouri review, volume 24, number
3, 2001, pp. 79-94 (article) published by university of missouri idea to write purple america in the first person,
a sort of unreuable first person, and so i strung out about a hundred pages of story fromRick moody about rick
moody garden state the ice storm the ring of brightest angels around heaven purple america joyful noise: the
new testament revisited in 1998, moody received the addison metcalf award from the american academy of
arts and letters. in 2000, he received a guggenheim fellowship. in 2001, he published aRick moody was born
in new york city. he attended brown and columbia universities. he is the author of hotels of north america, the
four fingers of death, purple america, the ice storm and garden state, as well as an award-winning memoir and
multiple collections of short fiction. moody is the recipient of a1 tour diary: the diviners, north america, 2005
by rick moody from post road 12 selected by elizabeth searle, author of celebrities in disgrace, a four-sided
bed, and my body to you. the diviners, north america, 2005 is divine guilty pleasure: dark bitter chocolate i
couldn't stop eating; a warpy funhouse mirror i couldn't stop staring into.
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